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ThinkLite in partnership with Epsten Group

WELL Certi�cation



WELL Building Standard

1.

The WELL Building Standard is the first performance-based 
rating system to focus exclusively on measuring, certifying, 
and monitoring features of the built environment that impact 
human health and wellness. Organizations everywhere – from 
startups to Fortune 500s – use WELL to prioritize the health and 
safety of their people, maximize real estate value and optimize 
the human and social capital performance of their business.

The new WELL Health-Safety Rating for Facility Operations and 
Management is an evidence-based, third-party verified rating 
system for all facility types in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The WELL Health-Safety Rating guides owners and 
operators in preparing any space for a safe re-entry that 
facilitates a healthy and safe space for all building occupants.

Works well anywhere
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WELL Ratings
Demonstrate your commitment to health and safety, equity, and
performance.

WELL Certification
Earn the highest pinnacle of health achievement across all 10
categories in WELL.

WELL at Scale
Apply WELL across your portfolio or organization with unlimited
certifications and ratings.



Value of WELL Air Quality Standards

2.

The quality of the air we breathe has an immense impact on our health. On average, we spend 
90% of our time indoors, breathing air with pollution 2-5 times higher than concentrations in 
outdoor air. WELL is a smart recognition that brings your building into the highest category of 
safety and excellence. 

Lead today. Win tomorrow. WELL certification with 
ThinkLite Air provides solutions for future-thinking leaders.

• Reduce airborne disease transmission

• Decrease impact of asthma and allergies

• Advocate to current and potential tenants
the importance of good air quality

• Standardize an effective air quality
management system with smart BMS
integrations and automated routines

• Direct crosswalk for WELL and Fitwel
indoor air reporting and performance
verification, plus additional points in LEED



ThinkLite Air
ThinkLite Air offers a complete ecosystem of
air monitoring and air purification solutions that
provide industry leading effectiveness for indoor
air safety.

Through their 3 Rings of Defense, ThinkLite Air 
provides your space with an unprecedented
level of precision, connectivity, and shareable
data insights:

3.

Accelerated RESET Air Certification With
ThinkLite Air’s Industry Leading IAQ Solutions

All tech wirelessly integrates for easy setup, 24-hr data access, and smart BMS options   

MEASURING
You can’t manage what 
you don’t measure

HEALING
Immediate air healing with 
a noticable difference

PURIFYING
3rd dimension 
protection and safety

FLAIR
Advanced Indoor Air
Quality Monitoring

PURILUX
Air Purifying In-Ceiling

LED Light Panel

ICON M
Portable, Freestanding

Air Healer



ThinkLite Air Clients

4.

To learn more about ThinkLite Air, scan our QR Code below 

You are in good company. ThinkLite Air is honored to work with top organizations 
who are invested in making the world a safer, more sustainable, and healthier



Epsten Group

5.

Epsten Group is a trusted partner who are experienced experts in sustainability consulting and multiple 

rating systems, including RESET Air. Epsten Group uses RESET Air as one of six rating systems applied to 

their space as a tool to earn additional points towards their LEED and WELL certifications. Additionally, 

Epsten Group uses RESET Air as a reporting tool for WELL and Fitwel Recertification. When facing 

complex sustainability questions, Epsten Group’s RESET APs are ready to help Thinklite customers 

navigate the RESET Air Certification process.

IN 55 COUNTRIES
Epsten Group has completed technical
assessments in 55 countries and counting. 
They sum it up by saying they are the 
multiple rating system experts.

FOR 130,000+ PROJECTS
This includes commercial buildings,
government facilities, academic 
institutions, hospitals, retail spaces,
mixed-use developments, communities,
and existing buildings.

FOR 4 BILLION+ SQUARE FT
Epsten Group consider themselves
lucky to have been a part of thousands of 
projects across the globe accounting for 4 
billion square feet of space.

To pursue more sustainability systems, 
Epsten Group also provides services with 
the following:

Despite their different areas and focus, each of these 

rating systems are made to complement each other 

and share a considerable amount of overlap. Epsten 

Group excels at streamlining the certification process 

by identifying synergies between rating systems.

Scan the QR Code to learn 
more about the sustainability 
systems Epsten Group offers



ThinkLite Air Headquarters
117 West Central St.
Suite 201, Natick, MA 01760

Phone: (617) 500-6689
Email: inquiry@thinklite.com

Epsten Group Headquarters
101 Marietta St. Suite 2600
Atlanta, GA 30303

Phone: (405) 577-0370
Email: in@epstengroup.com

International WELL Building
Institute Headquarters
220 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10001

Phone: (676) 883-5001


